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Abstract

Survey-based consumer confidence indicators are mostly reported with a
delay and are a result of time consuming and expensive consumer surveys.
In this study, to measure the current consumer confidence in Germany, we
develop an approach, in which we compute the consumer sentiment using
public Tweets from Germany. To achieve this goal we develop a new sentiment
score. To measure the consumer sentiment, we use text-mining tools and public
Tweets from May 2019 to August 2020. Our findings indicate that there is a
high correlation between the consumer confidence indicator based on survey
data, and the consumer sentiment that we compute using data from Twitter
platform. With our approach, we are even able to forecast the change in next
month’s consumer confidence.
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1 Introduction
The main aim of this study is to propose a new consumer confidence indicator

based on social media data for Germany, which may help us to forecast the turning
points in the economy. To achieve this goal we are applying the sentiment analysis
and proposing a new sentiment score. The existing sentiment scores in the literature
use the polarity (negative, positive and neutral) of the words. In other words, the
percentage of negative and positive words in a document (e.g. sentence, paragraph,
topic) are only considered to compute the sentiment score. Different from these
sentiment scores, which check the polarity of the words, we base our sentiment
score on the values of the words which are relevant for the sentiment analysis. The
sentiment score that we propose delivers satisfactory results.

Many scholars in the literature highlight that consumer sentiment is a good in-
dicator for forecasting household spending (cp. Mueller, 1963; Carroll et al., 1994;
Vuchelen, 2004; Ludvigson, 2004). Especially, according to Vuchelen "Consumer
sentiment is meticulously watched during recessions since any significant change or
lack thereof, is considered a very valuable sign of a nearby turning point or prolon-
gation of the trough." (Vuchelen, 2004, p.494). Therefore, consumer confidence is
an important leading indicator in macro-economics, which may help to find out how
the private consumption will change. In other words, the sentiment score that we
develop could be used to predict private consumption.

In this study we use the data from the social media platform Twitter to com-
pute our social media based consumer confidence indicator. Lansdall-Welfarea et al.
(2012) indicate that Tweets could be used to nowcast the mood of the nation.
Therefore, in this study we will use Twitter data to nowcast/forecast the consumer
sentiment in Germany. With this prediction we believe that we may forecast the
consumer confidence in Germany before the official survey based statistics are an-
nounced.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will give a short literature review on
forecasting important aggregate financial and macro-economic indicators via Twitter
data. Section 3 will describe the data and the methodology. Section 4 will summarize
the main findings of the quantitative analysis and Section 5 will conclude. The
figures are deferred to the Appendix.

2 Literature Review
In the last decade the scholars in economics benefited from the availability of

extensive and huge online text data (e.g. social media messages, blogs, forums,
newspaper articles) and used them to forecast for the economy relevant indicators.
For example, Twitter data has been used among others to predict the leading stock
market indices. Zhang et al. (2011) used mood words such as hope, happy, fear,
worry, nervous, anxious, upset to forecast the stock market indices, such as Dow
Jones, NASDAQ and S&P 500. Using a randomized sample of tweets for a period
of six months (30. March 2009 until 7. September 2009), their analysis showed
that the mood on Twitter can help to predict the mood on the next day in stock
exchange markets. In their study Bollen et al. (2011) also found that the value of
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the daily Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is highly correlated with the public
mood states derived from Twitter feeds. With a Granger Causality analysis they
have also demonstrated that the public mood states measured via Twitter feeds can
help to predict the daily up and downs in DJIA. Furthermore, Tweets have been
also used to forecast box office revenues (Asur and Huberman, 2010).

In addition to these applications, data from Twitter platform have been also
used to predict consumer confidence. Dass and Puts (2014) used messages from the
Dutch public social media (from Twitter, Facebook, blogs, forums etc.) to forecast
the changes in consumer confidence with changes in social media sentiment. Their
analysis revealed that the Dutch survey based consumer confidence indicator (CCI)
and the social media sentiment are highly correlated, and that even a long-run equi-
librium relationship between them (i.e. cointegration relationship) is present. In
another study, Shayaa et al., 2018 used public social media data (mostly Twitter
data) to estimate the correlation between the official consumer confidence indica-
tor and the sentiment from social media in Malaysia. They used keywords such as
"car" and "holiday", and collected pubic data for the period from January 2015 to
December 2016. However, their results demonstrate a significant but a weak asso-
ciation between the official CCI and the sentiment from social media. An extensive
literature review on the application of social media data for predicting decisions of
consumers can be found in Karaman Örsal (2021).

3 Data
There are several survey-based consumer confidence indicators in Germany. In

this study we consider six different consumer confidence indicators: (1) Consumer
confidence indicator (CCI) of Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment (OECD), (2) future expectations of the consumers in Germany reported
by OECD.Stats, (3) ICON Consumer Confidence Indicator, (4) Consumer confi-
dence indicator based on consumer survey of European Commission (EC), (5) IPSOS
Consumer Confidence Indicator of Thomson Reuters and (6) Consumer Barometer
of "Handelsverband Deutschland" (HDE). For example, OECD publishes monthly
CCI, in which the value 100 represents the normal situation, value above 100 shows
that the consumers are optimistic about the general economic situation and the
financial household conditions. On the contrary, a value below 100 indicates that
the consumers are pessimistic about their financial situation, unemployment ex-
pectations and the general economic situation1. The respondents answer questions
related to the general economic situation, financial situation, price trends in the last
12 months and in the next 12 months, unemployment expectations, major purchases,
savings at present and in the next 12 months.

The online platform Twitter offers a micro-blogging service. Since 2017 due to
a change in Twitter’s terms of use each tweet has up to 280 characters. Every
tweet has a unique identification (ID) number. Using the Application Programming
Interface (API) of Twitter, we have randomly collected public tweets from Germany.

1http://www.oecd.org/sdd/leading-indicators/glossaryforoecdcompositeleadingindicators.htm
#CONSUMER_CONFIDENCE_INDICATOR_Standardised
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Up to now we have downloaded tweets from 01. May 2019 until 31. July 2020. To
scrap the public tweets we used the keywords "Wirtschaft" (Economy), "Kaufen"
(Buying) and "Kauf” (Buy) which are the most related keywords with the questions
in the consumer confidence surveys.

Table 1: Number of Tweets

Kaufen Wirtschaft Kauf
Month Raw w/o dup. ID Raw w/o dup. ID Raw w/o dup. ID
May 2019 12,125 11,567 12,608 12,464 320 220
June 2019 20,693 20,172 14,087 13,806 378 277
July 2019 20,311 19,790 15,170 14,907 353 253
Aug 2019 20,427 19,907 14,956 14,643 333 233
Sep 2019 19,633 19,133 17,566 17,066 452 252
Oct 2019 18,846 18,306 16,595 16,055 433 241
Nov 2019 20,360 19,860 16,228 15,728 743 505
Dec 2019 19,802 19,278 15,878 15,352 5,947 5,430
Jan 2020 19,879 19,339 19,121 18,581 7,096 5,835
Feb 2020 19,885 19,331 16,904 16,369 6,681 6,181
March 2020 31,291 30,776 33,118 32,598 8,035 7,515
April 2020 25,583 25,066 35,768 35,247 8,393 7,873
May 2020 22,604 22,084 27,071 26,551 7,434 6,914
June 2020 18,693 18,125 18,026 17,459 4,565 4,243
July 2020 22,885 21,140 18,793 17,312 8,256 6,633
Sum 313,017 303,874 291,889 284,138 5,9419 5,2605
All 3 Keywords 664,325 640,617
Kauf+Kaufen 372,436 356,479

As Table 1 shows, we initially had in total 664,325 Tweets (and 372,436 Tweets
with the keywords "Kauf" and "Kaufen") for the analysis. After Tweets with the
same ID number were removed, in total 640,617 messages remained for the sentiment
analysis. Depending on the keywords, we used an average of 23,765 to 42,707 public
tweets per month from Germany. This number is significantly higher than the
number of respondents (e.g. 2000) used for the consumer surveys conducted each
month.

3.1 Sentiment Analysis

As a text mining tool, sentiment analysis is used to find out opinions, feelings,
responses and judgments (c.f. within a text Dey et al., 2019). The sentiment within
a text could be either negative, positive or neutral. Lately, it became more important
to look at the sentiments in order to predict human behavior. Therefore, sentiment
analysis is the most appropriate tool for our purposes.

In this study, the consumer sentiment from Twitter data will be computed by us-
ing a dictionary-based sentiment analysis. Before the computation of the sentiment
score we have removed the usernames, uniform resource locators (url), numbers,
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punctuation and converted all tweets to lower case. Afterwards we grouped all the
tweets from the same month.

The sentiment score is computed by using the sentiment value of each word based
on the dictionary approach. Thereby, we use the sentiment dictionary SentiWS for
the German language, which was developed by Remus et al. (2010). In this dic-
tionary adverbs, adjectives and words which are relevant for the sentiment analysis
take values between -1 and 1 according to their negative or positive sentiments. The
monthly sentiment score formula is then:

Scored =

∑
w∈q f(w, d)vw

Nd

, d = May 2019, . . . , July 2020, (1)

where d is the document and here the document represents each month, vw is the
sentiment value for each word, f(w, d) is the frequency of word w in document d, q
is the dictionary, and Nd is the number of total words in each month.

4 Results
Within the analysis three different social media-based sentiment scores are com-

puted. The first sentiment score (Scorewirt_kauf
d ) is computed with Tweets scraped

using all the three keywords (i.e. "Wirtschaft", "Kauf", "Kaufen"), the second
sentiment score (Scorewirt

d ) is calculated with the Tweets scraped using the word
"Wirtschaft" (i.e. "economy") and the last sentiment score (i.e. Scorekaufd ) is com-
puted using the words "Kauf" and "Kaufen" (i.e. "to buy" and "buying"). For a
better visualisation of the results both the survey-based consumer confidence indi-
cators and the social media-based sentiment scores are converted to z-scores.

As it is apparent from Figures (1) - (6), with the social media based sentiment
scores we may predict the direction of the change in consumer confidence one-month
in advance. This is also verified with the highly significant positive correlation coef-
ficients between the one-month lagged social media sentiment scores and the survey-
based consumer confidence indicators, which lie within the range [0.829, 0.940] (see
Table 2), especially with the sentiment score computed with the Tweets scraped
using all the three keywords (i.e. Scorewirt_kauf

d ). These figures are higher than the
correlation coefficient with the social media sentiment scores in levels (c.f. ρ = 0.878
and 0.474). The lowest correlation coefficients are observed between the HDE con-
sumer barometer and the sentimer scores in levels. Furthermore, the correlation
coefficients of the other two sentiment scores are lower than the sentiment score
based on all the three keywords used to scrap the Tweets (i.e. Score

wirt_kauf
d ).

Nevertheless, according to the Figures (1) - (6) , the sentiment score based on the
Tweets related with "to buy" and "buying" reacts much earlier to the changes in the
sentiment than the sentiment score based on the Tweets related with the keyword
"economy".
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Table 2: Correlation Matrix

Social Sentiment Lagged Social Sentiment
Indicator Score

wirt_kauf
d Scorewirt

d Scorekaufd Score
wirt_kauf
d−1 Scorewirt

d−1 Scorekaufd−1
CCI_EC 0.8128 0.7839 0.5210 0.9200 0.7660 0.7590

(0.0002) (0.0005) (0.0460) (0.0000) (0.0180) (0.0220)
EXPECT 0.8775 0.8459 0.4910 0.8500 0.6890 0.7200

(0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0630) (0.0010) (0.0950) (0.0520)
HDE 0.4740 0.3949 0.3840 0.8290 0.7350 0.5120

(0.0743) (0.1451) (0.1570) (0.0030) (0.0380) (1.000)
ICON 0.8189 0.7813 0.5360 0.9400 0.8110 0.7760

(0.0002) (0.0006) (0.0400) (0.0000) (0.0050) (0.0140)
IPSOS_CCI 0.7203 0.6668 0.4850 0.9370 0.8330 0.7490

(0.0025) (0.0066) (0.0670) (0.000) (0.0030) (0.0270)
CCI_OECD 0.8165 0.7323 0.6380 0.9090 0.7110 0.8250

(0.0002) (0.0019) (0.0110) (0.0000) (0.0630) (0.0030)

Notes: Bold figures show the correlation coefficients which are significant at the 5% significance level.

Score
wirt_kauf

d denotes the social sentiment score computed based on tweets scraped using the keywords

“Wirtschaft”, “Kaufen” and “Kauf”, Scorewirt
d denotes the social sentiment score computed based on Tweets scraped

using the keyword “Wirtschaft”, Scorekaufd denotes the social sentiment score computed based on tweets scraped

using the keywords “Kaufen” and “Kauf”, for month d.

5 Conclusions and Discussion
This study shows that the monthly consumer sentiment could be nowcasted or

even forecasted one month ahead by using Twitter data. The results point out a
highly significant positive association between the official survey-based consumer
confidence statistics especially from OECD, IPSOS, ICON and EC, and the social
sentiment measured with Twitter data.

In other words, via consumer sentiments based on social media, it may be even
possible to forecast the turning points of the German economy and to avoid time
consuming and expensive consumer surveys.
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Appendix

(a) Sentiment Score and EC Consumer Survey (b) Lagged Sentiment Score and EC Consumer Survey

Figure 1: EC Consumer Survey and Social Sentiment Score from Twitter

(a) Sentiment Score and CCI of OECD (b) Lagged Sentiment Score and CCI of OECD

Figure 2: OECD Consumer Confidence Indicator and the Social Sentiment Score
from Twitter
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(a) Sentiment Score and IPSOS CCI (b) Lagged Sentiment Score and IPSOS CCI

Figure 3: IPSOS Consumer Confidence Indicator and the Social Sentiment Score
from Twitter

(a) Sentiment Score and ICON CCI (b) Lagged Sentiment Score and ICON CCI

Figure 4: ICON Consumer Confidence Indicator and the Social Sentiment Score
from Twitter
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(a) Sentiment Score and Expectations for Future (b) Lagged Sentiment Score and Expectations for Future

Figure 5: Expectations for Future and the Social Sentiment Score from Twitter

(a) Sentiment Score and HDE Consumer Barometer
(b) Lagged Sentiment Score and HDE Consumer Barom-
eter

Figure 6: HDE Consumer Barometer the Social Sentiment Score from Twitter
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